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Abstract
Hardware monitoring through performance counters is available on almost all modern processors. Although
these counters are originally designed for performance tuning, they have also been used for evaluating power
consumption. We propose two approaches for modelling and understanding the behaviour of high performance computing (HPC) systems relying on hardware monitoring counters. We evaluate the effectiveness of
our system modelling approach considering both optimising the energy usage of HPC systems and predicting
HPC applications’ energy consumption as target objectives. Although hardware monitoring counters are
used for modelling the system, other methods – including partial phase recognition and cross platform energy
prediction – are used for energy optimisation and prediction. Experimental results for energy prediction
demonstrate that we can accurately predict the peak energy consumption of an application on a target platform; whereas, results for energy optimisation indicate that with no a priori knowledge of workloads sharing
the platform we can save up to 24% of the overall HPC system’s energy consumption under benchmarks
and real-life workloads.
Keywords: Energy performance, High Performance Computing, hardware performance counters, Green
IT, power consumption

1. Introduction
The increasing need for performance for the many computational problems in science and engineering has
taken high performance computing (HPC) systems to the set of indispensable tools in modern industries
and scientific research. HPC systems deliver tremendous raw performance for solving real-life problems.
These problems include: turbulence, combustion, genomics, astrophysics, geosciences, molecular dynamics,
homeland security, imaging and biomedicine, etc. HPC systems consume a large amount of electrical power,
almost all of which is converted in heat requiring cooling. For example, Tianhe-1A consumes 4.04 Megawatts
of electricity [1]; a simple calculation at $0.10/KWh yields a powering and cooling cost of about $3.5 million
per year, which is significant. Beyond the operating cost, some data-centres are also being limited by the peak
power that electric facilities can provide. Consequently, it is necessary to reduce their power consumption;
however, this must not result in significant performance degradation. The term significant performance
degradation is a relative term; nevertheless, up to 10% performance degradation is often acceptable. Note:
throughout this paper, (i) an HPC system is considered as a set of computing and storage nodes excluding
network equipments such as routers and switches; whereas, (ii) the term “system” designates a single node
of the HPC system.
The importance of power efficiency in HPC systems has attracted enormous attention from both the
industrial and the research communities. This is evidenced by the multitude of techniques aiming to understand and reduce the energy consumption of HPC systems. These techniques generally break into hardware
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and software approaches. Hardware approaches led by manufacturers focus on designing power aware hardware while their software counterpart focus on designing protocols and/or services capable of adapting HPC
subsystems – including processor, memory, communications, and storage subsystems – to meet applications’
requirements.
Embedded hardware event counters of modern microprocessors, or simply hardware performance/monitoring
counters, monitor the occurrence of hardware events in a microprocessor with almost no performance penalty.
These counters include: the number of cycles, instructions, cache references and hits/misses, main memory
writebacks and references, and branch miss-predictions counts. Although originally designed for performance tuning/adaptation, hardware performance counters have been used in the past for estimating the
power usage (or the energy consumption) of both HPC and desktop applications.
Performance tuning mechanisms rely on hardware performance counters along with application’s specific
metrics (Message Passing Interface -MPI- calls in an MPI program for example) to adapt the system accordingly. This can be accomplished by inserting specific code segments in the source program (often referred
to as code instrumentation) or by tracking application’s specific routine calls at runtime.
Adapting the processor’s frequency to meet workloads’ demands is the commonly used hardware adaptation approach for reducing energy consumption. This is eased by the use of Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) [2, 3] technology available on modern processors. A fundamental requirement for such
adaptation is defining how DVFS control should be performed. In other words, the application designer
must decide when and for how long the processor should be kept in a given performance state (P-state).
In the performance optimization jargon, a specific part of the program which is defined to run at a given
performance state is referred to as region or phase. Although these approaches for adapting HPC systems
are efficient, they may fail for two main reasons.
1. HPC systems are often shared (the whole infrastructure is not dedicated to a single workload) by
multiple workloads each having its own characteristics, in which case optimising the energy performance
considering some applications is likely to impact the performance of others;
2. In spite of the fact that HPC codes are actively maintained their increasing complexity makes code
instrumentation impractical and sometimes require extensive knowledge: a platform provider can
dedicate some engineers to “code instrumentation” or ask the programmer to write programs with
these constraints in mind, which not only being unacceptable is not likely to happen.
An effective way to overcome these limitations is to optimize energy performance of the HPC system
from the infrastructure stand point. This implies understanding the behaviour of the HPC system rather
than that of individual applications sharing the platform.
In this paper, we introduce two complementary general purpose approaches for modelling and understanding the runtime behaviours of HPC systems. These approaches rely upon hardware performance
counters and break into on-line and off-line depending on their use. Information gathered from the off-line
approach can be of benefit to its on-line counterpart, which makes them complementary. The off-line approach which we refer to as “DNA-like description” of the system attempts to depict the HPC system as a
graph in which each state describes its behaviour (that of the HPC system) over a time interval [4].
The on-line approach which we refer to as “Execution vectors based system behaviour tracking” detects
and characterizes the runtime behaviour of the HPC system at runtime [5] . To accomplish this, phase
changes are detected in the execution pattern of individual nodes in the HPC system; detected phases
are characterized afterwards. Given that HPC workloads generally fall into compute intensive, memory
intensive, and communication intensive, we define three types of behaviours including: compute intensive,
memory intensive, and communication intensive. Communication intensive behaviour can further be divided
into network transmit and receive.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of HPC system’s behaviour tracking approaches just mentioned, we
explore several use cases. These use cases show how the energy performance of an application can be
predicted using the DNA-like description on one the hand and how energy performance of an HPC system
can be improved through behavioural characterization on the other hand. Our work differs from the state
of the art in many ways: we address the power/energy consumption issue of HPC systems considering all
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HPC subsystems (processor, memory, disk and network). In addition, our system modelling approaches
does not rely on any application specific metric, i.e., our approaches do not require any a priori knowledge
of applications running on the system.
The major contributions of this work are the following:
1. we present two different (on-line and off-line) approaches enabling a fine-grained control of HPC
systems and a better understanding of application’s energy performance. Their strength resides in
the fact that they do not need any a priori knowledge of applications/workloads sharing the HPC
infrastructure;
2. we present an approach for optimizing/improving energy performance of HPC systems considering
HPC subsystems, including the processor, memory, disk and network.
3. we introduce the concepts of cross platform energy prediction and partial phase recognition. Cross
platform energy prediction can help choosing the appropriate execution platform for an application;
whereas partial phase recognition is an alternative to phase prediction, it has the advantage of not
being application or architecture specific.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives account of previous work. Our
system’s modelling approaches are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents several use cases of our
modeling approaches. Implementation of the two use cases along with experimental results is discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes and gives future directions.
2. Related work
A large body of work investigates the use of hardware performance counters for modelling the power
consumption of applications ranging form desktop to HPC applications. In this section, we first detail work
using hardware performance counters for estimating the power or energy consumption of individual applications. We next present several work addressing HPC systems’ energy performance and their limitations.
2.1. Power/energy estimation using hardware performance counters
In studies such as [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] efforts have been devoted to model or estimate the power usage of
individual applications or workloads. These studies monitor the use of system’s component (in particular the
processor and memory) during the workload execution via hardware performance counters and correlate them
with the power consumed by the system when running that workload to derive a power model. Kadayif et al.
[7] propose a model for estimating the energy consumption of the UltraSPARC CPU [13]. Authors estimate
the UltraSPARC CPU memory energy consumption considering the following performance counters: Data
cache read hits, Data cache read references, Data cache write hits, Data cache write references, Instructions
cache hits, Instructions cache references, Extended cache misses with writebacks. They claim their energy
model to be 2.4 % accurate as compared to circuit level simulation. Similarly, Contreras et al. [8] present
a first order linear power estimation model that uses hardware performance counters to estimate run-time
CPU and memory power consumption of the Intel PXA255 [14]. According to the authors, the proposed
model exhibits an average estimation error of 4%. During their analyses, authors considered events listed
in the first column of Table 1 for the CPU and those listed in the second column of that very same table
for the memory.
Energy consumption of the high-performance processor AMD Phenom is estimated in [9]. In their
work, authors categorize AMD Phenom performance counters into four buckets: FP Units, Memory, Stalls,
and Instruction Retired and consider performance events which express best their power consumption.
These performance events include: L2 cache miss:all, Retire uops, Retire mmx and fp instruction:all, and
Dispatch stalls.
More recently, Da Costa et et al. [6] have presented a methodology of measurement of the energy
consumption of a single process application running on a standard PC. They defined a set of per process
and system-wide variables to demonstrate their accuracy in measuring the energy consumption of a given
process using multivariate regression.
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Table 1: Performance events selected to estimate CPU and memory power consumption for Intel PXA255 processor.

CPU performance events
Instructions executed
Data dependencies
Instruction Cache Misses
TLB Misses

Memory performance events
Instruction Fetch Misses
Data Dependencies

To summarise, the above researches tell us that performance counters can accurately estimate the power
usage of an application, however it is worthwhile to mention that the accuracy of a power/energy model
depends on the workload. In other words, a power model designed for estimating the power consumption of a compute-bound workload may not fit well with a memory-bound workload. This is obvious for
communication intensive workloads.
2.2. Energy reduction approaches for HPC systems
In the past few years, HPC systems have witnessed the emergence of energy consumption reduction
techniques from the hardware level to the software level. At the hardware level, the majority of Information
Technology (IT) equipment vendors works either from bottom up, by using the more efficient components in
their equipments, and/or by providing their equipments with technologies that can be leveraged to reduce
energy consumption of HPC subsystems – such as processor, network, memory, and I/O – during their
operation. For example, the majority of modern processors is provided with Dynamic Resource Sleeping
(DRS) which makes components hibernate to save energy and then wakes them on demand. Although major
progress has been made, improvements in hardware solutions to energy reduction problem have been slow,
due to the high cost of designing equipments with energy-saving technologies and the increasing demand
of raw performance. Our work takes advantage of hardware technologies to reduce HPC systems’ energy
consumption.
Unlike hardware approaches, software solutions for reducing HPC systems’ energy usage have received
extensive attention over time. Rountree et al. [15] use node imbalance to reduce the overall energy consumption of a parallel application in an HPC system. They track successive MPI communication calls to divide
the application into tasks composed of a communication portion and a computation portion. A slack occurs
when a processor is waiting for data to arrive during the execution of a task. This leaves the possibility to
slow the processor with almost no impact on the overall execution time of the application. Rountree et al.
developed Adagio which tracks task execution slacks and computes the appropriate frequency at which it
should run. Although the first instance of a task is always run at the highest frequency, further instances of
the same task are executed at the frequency that was computed after it is first seen. Authors of [16] propose
a tool called Jitter, which detects slack periods in performance to performance inter-node imbalance and
uses DVFS to adjust the CPU frequency accordingly.
Our approach differs from that implemented in Adagio in that our fine-grained data collection offers
the possibility to differentiate not only compute-intensive and communication-intensive execution portions
(these portions are referred to as phases/regions) but also memory-intensive phases. Memory-intensive
phases can be run on a slower core without significant performance penalty [17].
Isci et al. and Choi et al. [18, 19] use on-line techniques to detect applications execution phases, characterize them and set the appropriate CPU frequency accordingly. They rely on hardware monitoring counters
to compute runtime statistics such as cache hit/miss ratio, memory access counts, retired instructions counts,
etc. which are then used for phase detection and characterization. Policies developed in [18, 19] tend to be
designed for single task environments. We overcome that limitation by considering each node of the cluster
as a black box, which means that we do not focus on any applications, but instead on the platform. The
flexibility provided by this assumption enables us to track not applications/workloads execution phases, but
node’s execution phases. Our work also differs from previous works in that we use partial phase recognition
instead of phase prediction, which is not application specific and does not require multiple executions of the
4

same application. On-line recognition of communication phases in MPI application was investigated by Lim
et al. [20]. Once a communication phase is recognized, authors apply CPU DVFS to save energy. They
intercept and record the sequence of MPI calls during program execution and consider a segment of program
code to be reducible if there are high concentrated MPI calls or if an MPI call is long enough. The CPU is
then set to run at the appropriate frequency when the reducible region is recognized again.
Our work differs from those above in two major ways. First, our phase detection approach does not rely
on a specific HPC subsystem or MPI communication calls. Second, unlike previous research efforts, our
model goes beyond the processor, since it also takes advantage of power saving capabilities available on all
HPC subsystems. For example slowing down networks interfaces using Adaptive Link Rate, putting disks
in low power-mode, and switching off memory banks are power saving schemes which are not directly linked
to the processor.
3. Understanding HPC systems’ behaviour: on-line and off-line models
In this section, we present two effective approaches for tracking HPC systems’ behaviours. The first
approach which we refer to as “DNA-like representation” of the HPC system attempts to describe an HPC
system as a state graph in which each state represents its behaviour over a time interval; whereas the second
approach performs on-line detection and characterization of execution phases of an HPC system at runtime.
As mentioned earlier, we assume that an HPC system is a set of computing and storage nodes and will
use the term “system” to designate a single node of the HPC system. Network equipments such as routers
and switches are not taken into account because of their nearly constant power consumption. In the rest of
this paper, unless otherwise expressly stated, we use the term “sensors” to designate performance counters
along with network bytes sent/received counts and disk read/write counts. Sensors related to Hardware
performance counters provide insight into the processor and memory activity. Likewise, disk and network
related sensors provide insight into disk and network activities respectively.
3.1. DNA-like system modelling
The DNA-like system modelling models each node of an HPC system as a graph whose states represent
the execution behaviour of the system over fixed length time intervals. We made the assumption that initial
and final states of the graph are states or configuration in which the system is idle. A transition from a
state S1 to a state S2 of the graph is weighted by the conditional probability that the system goes from S1
to S2 . We refer to successive states trough which a system goes throughout its life cycle as its “DNA-like”
structure. Since not all states of the graph have the same behaviour, the DNA-like structure of a system can
be thought of as a succession of behaviours through which the system when over time. From this, we define
the terms “letter” and “system description alphabet” as follows: a letter or phase is defined as a behaviour
in the DNA-like structure of a system (a state of the graph modelling that system); whereas, the system
description alphabet is the set of possible behaviours.
With the description just given, the runtime behaviour of a system can roughly be represented by a
sequence of the form Li . . . Xj . . . Lk ; where the Li are elements of the system description alphabet. It is
possible that some states do not appear in the system description alphabet, those are represented by the Xj
notation.
A letter is modelled as a column vector of sensors. Details regarding their construction are provided
later in this paper. The choice of sensors for representing letters is constrained by the fact that a letter must
provide information about the computational behaviour of the workload (is it memory intensive, processor
intensive or communication intensive?) and its energy/power consumption.
3.1.1. Letter modelling and representation.
The literature corroborates our observation that sensors relevant to power consumption estimation model
depend upon workloads/applications being executed (see Section 2 for details). Considering that a finite
set of sensors is used to estimate the power consumption of a given category of workloads; this suggest that
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changes in the set of sensors relevant to power consumption estimation over a time interval T reflect changes
in the system’s behaviour over that very time interval.
Relying on the above assumption, we propose Algorithm 1 which partitions the runtime of a system
into different behaviours according to changes in the set of sensors relevant P
to power estimation. For the
n
selection of relevant sensors we use this very simple power model P ower ⇠ i=1 αi ⇤ Ci in which αi and
Ci are model coefficients and sensors respectively. We conduct a multi-variable linear regression to obtain
coefficients αi and retain sensors Cj exhibiting a 5% level of statistical significance to power consumption
estimation given the previous power model. For the sake of simplicity, we limit these sensors to four (i.e., 4
sensors for representing a letter).
Once letters are defined, we use the following formalism for their encoding: Let’s assign each sensor to
a four-bit aggregation or half byte. Our quadruplet (each letter is a vector of four sensors) is therefore of
the form (X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 ); where each Xi values is a half byte. Now, deleting commas in between the Xi
gives a sixteen-bit aggregation which converted into decimal is an unsigned integer. The unsigned integer
obtained from the above transformation is then the final representation of a letter.
Data: A: a set of units, where a unit is composed of values of sensors collected at a given time; units
are sampled on a per second basis. Note that they are arranged in their order of occurrence in
time.
Result: P = {ti } where ti are points in time at which changes in the behaviour of the system were
detected.
Initialization: consider a set S made up of k successive units along the execution time-line; let’s
denote by Supper the time at which the last unit of S was sampled. k is chosen such that k > p + 1,
where p is the number of sensors.
Add the time at which the first unit of S was sampled to P
Compute the set R0 of sensors relevant to power consumption estimation using the dataset composed
of units in S
while units available do
Add k units to S and update Supper to Supper + k
Compute the set Rt of relevant sensors from S
if Rt−1 6= Rt then
Find the point in time j 2 [Supper − k, Supper ] such that the set of relevant sensors R
computed from the set whose last unit was sampled at time j is the same as Rt−1
Go to Initialization
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to detect application phases.

3.1.2. Example.
This example investigates how close to reality is our approach for partitioning a system’s runtime into
different computational behaviours (or simply phases). To accomplish this, we successively run two applications IS and EP from the NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) suite [21]. These applications are opposite
from their computational stand point in the sense that IS is communication intensive whereas EP is mainly
computing. Data collected during their execution are used as input to the algorithm. Figure 1(b) and
Figure 1(a) (where the curve gives the variation of the power consumption of the system over time and
rectangles delimit detected phase) indicates that using a simple power model it is possible to detect phases
the system when through. The couple of integers appearing in each rectangular on the figure gives for each
phase the corresponding letter coded as an unsigned integer and the amount of time the system spent in
that particular phase. For this example, the DNA-like structure of each node is straightforward, for the first
node, it is: Idle(17694 19)(17714 43)Idle.
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Figure 1: Dividing NAS benchmarks IS and EP ran successively into two different computational behaviours using their power
usage and sensors.

3.2. Execution vectors based system behaviour tracking
As it can be seen from Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d) – where the y-axis represents the access rate of
performance counters and the y-axis the execution time-line – that the access pattern of hardware performance counters or sensors in general strongly reflects changes in the behaviour of the application/system.
We speak of sensors’ access rate because they are normalised with respect to the number of cycles. From
the observation just made, the concept of execution vector which is similar to power vector (PV) [22] seems
adequate for phase detection. An execution vector (EV) is defined as a column vector whose entries are
system’s metrics, including hardware performance counters, network byte sent/received and disk read/write
counts. To remain consistent with previous sections, we shall refer to these system metrics as sensors.
The sampling rate corresponding to the time interval after which sensors’ values are read depends on the
granularity. While a larger sampling rate may hide information regarding the system’s behaviour, a smaller
sampling rate may incur a non negligible overhead. In this paper, we use a sampling rate of one second and
further normalize sensors with respect to the number of cycles to get their access rate.
We define the resemblance or similarity metric between two EVs as the manhattan distance between
them. The Manhattan distance suits the case since it weighs more heavily differences.
A phase change is detected when the Manhattan distance between consecutive EVs exceeds a preset
threshold. The threshold is fixed in the sense that it is always the same percentage – we refer to that
percentage as the detection threshold – of the maximum distance between consecutive EVs (e.g., if the
detection threshold is X%, then the threshold is X% of the maximum distance between consecutive EVs).
however, the maximum distance between consecutive EVs is zeroed once a phase change is detected. So,
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Figure 2: Phase changes detection using the similarity between consecutive execution vector as similarity metric.

technically, the threshold varies throughout the systems life cycle. The maximum existing distance between
consecutive EVs is continuously updated until a phase change is detected where it is zeroed. The idea
behind zeroing the maximum existing distance when a phase change occurs is to allow detecting phase
changes when changing from a phase where distances between consecutive EVs are big to a phase where
they are not and vice versa. For example, given a 10% similarity threshold, two consecutive EVs belong to
the same group if the Manhattan distance between them is less than 10% of the maximum existing distance
between all consecutive execution vectors. Figure 2(b) shows the distance between consecutive execution
vectors and the variation of the threshold along the execution time-line when the system was running the
Advance Research Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model [23]. A graphical view of our
phase detection mechanism is provided in Figure 2(a), where dashed vertical lines indicate the start and end
times of WRF-ARW. The left extremity of horizontal solid lines indicates the point (in the execution timeline) at which phase changes are detected and their length indicate the duration or length of corresponding
phases. The x-axis represents the execution time-line and the y-axis represents IDs associated to detected
phases. Note that IDs of phases are non zero integers ordered by their appearance order. It can be seen
from Figure 2(c) that detected phases are corroborated by the access pattern of sensors.
The key motivation behind phase tracking is the use of characteristics of known phases for optimizing
similar phases. Depending on the needs, optimizations aim to reduce the execution time of workloads,
and/or their energy consumption. An effective phase characterization is therefore needed. To accomplish
this, once a phase is detected, we apply principal component analyses (PCA) on the dataset composed of
8

EVs pertaining to that phase. We next select five sensors among those contributing the least to the first
principal axis of PCA are kept for phase characterization. This choice is motivated by the assumption that
information regarding what the system did not do during a phase is captured by sensors contributing the
least to the first principal axis of PCA. These 5 sensors serve as the characteristic of the phase. Since
data collected during a phase can be too large for efficient representation and comparison in hardware, we
summarize a phase by the EV at the centroid of the group made up of EVs sampled during that phase. We
refer to the EV summarizing a phase as the reference vector of that phase.
3.2.1. Partial Phase recognition.
Phase identification is an interesting property of phase detection mechanisms, since it allows reuse of
system reconfiguration information for reoccurring phases. However, a phase cannot be identified with a
known phase before its completion. The literature suggests using phase prediction, which predicts the next
phase of an application before it gets started; however, it might not work very well when you don’t have
any a priori information about applications sharing your platform. Therefore, instead of identifying a whole
phase with a known, we propose to only identify a part of that phase with the known phase and extrapolate
the result to the remaining part. We refer to that process as partial phase recognition; further details are
provided in the next paragraph.
Partial phase recognition actually consists of identifying an ongoing phase (the phase has started and is
not yet finished) Pi with a known phase Pj only considering the already executed part of Pi . The already
executed part of Pi expressed as a percentage of the length (duration) of Pj is referred to as the recognition
threshold RT . Thus, with a RT % recognition threshold, and assuming that the reference vector of Pj is
EVPj and that its length is mj , an ongoing phase Pi is identified with Pj if the manhattan distance between
EVPj and each EV pertaining to the already executed part of Pi (corresponding in length to RT % of mj )
are within the similarity threshold ST . The pseudo algorithm bellow summarises partial phase recognition.
• lets Pj be a completed phase, EVPj its reference vector, and mj its duration
• Pi is partially recognized as Pj if
– 8 v EV in the already executed part of Pi (that is, EVs sampled between the time stamp corresponding to the start time of Pi and the time stamp start time of Pi + RT % of mj ), the distance
between v and EVPj is within threshold
4. Model use cases : system adaptation and energy consumption prediction
Understanding the different behaviours of a high performance computing (HPC) system goes through
throughout its life cycle can lead to a multitude of optimization opportunities. In this section, we shall
investigate how one can leverage those behaviours for reducing the energy consumption of its infrastructure.
Platform as a service becoming more and more attractive users often face the dilemma of choosing between
multiple platforms for their applications. This section also investigates how users can determine the least
energy consuming platform for their applications. In the following, we first present show how our DNA-like
modelling approach can be used for predicting the energy consumption of an application on a given platform.
We next use our phase tracking methodology for reducing the energy consumption of applications without
a priori knowledge.
4.1. Use case 1: cross platform energy prediction
The main motivation behind this use case is that users often have more than one candidate platform for
running their jobs, in which case choosing the least energy consuming platform may be beneficial both for
them and the platform provider. For simplicity, we assume that the application whose energy consumption
is being predicted is the only application running on the platform under consideration. In other words, the
DNA-like structure of the system at hand is that of the application.
9

The prediction model implicitly uses two sets of data, one from a reference platform provided by the
DNA-like structure of the application, and one from a target platform which is the platform on which we
want to estimate the overall energy consumption of the application. The aforementioned reference platform
is the platform on which the application was first run and where its DNA-like structure was built. In
most cases, the reference platform will be the platform on which the application was tested (nearly all
the information – including the application’s energy consumption – in regard to the reference platform is
known).
Knowing the DNA-like structure of an application, one can easily identify applications with the same
computational requirements. We accomplish this by comparing the DNA-like structure of the ongoing
application to known DNA-like structures. A match is found when the already executed part of the ongoing
application matches with a given percentage of the known DNA-like structure.
Let’s denote Etar the energy consumed by the already executed part of the application of which we
want to estimate the energy consumption and Eref the energy consumed by the corresponding part of
the application whose DNA-like matches with the already executed part of the application at hand (the
application that we want to estimate the energy consumption). For example, considering an application
that lasts 60 minutes on its reference platform, let’s assume that Etar represents the energy consumed by
the same application on the target platform after 10 minutes run; therefore, Eref represents the proportion
of energy consumed by the application on the reference platform during the first 10 minutes of its execution.
Denoted as Erel , the relative energy consumption between the two platforms is given by the following
equation:
Erel =

Etar
Eref

(1)

With the above relative energy, the estimated energy consumption of the application on the target
platform is given by Equation 2:
Eest =

Z

X%

P (t)i,tar dt + Erel ⇤
0

Z

end

P 0 (t)j,ref dt

(2)

X%

Where Eest is the estimated energy consumption on the target platform; Erel the relative energy conR X%
sumption between the target platform and the reference platform. In the above equation, 0 P (t)i,tar dt
represents the energy consumed by the application before a match is found with a known DNA-like structure.
Either measured or estimated, P (t)i,tar is the instantaneous power usage of the application on the target
platform. Likewise, P 0 (t)j,ref is the instantaneous power usage of the application on the reference platform
and can be obtained from its DNA-like structure. In cases where the power consumption may radically
change after the X% threshold, if the change in power consumption does not imply any change in the set of
sensors used to estimate the power consumption, then we still assume it is the same application otherwise
we attempt to find another match.
We define the estimation accuracy as the ratio between estimated and measured energy on the target
platform, i.e,
Eest tar
(3)
Accuracy =
Etar
where Eest tar is the estimated energy consumption on the target platform.
Although comparing two DNA-lire structures boils down to comparing two strings, the overhead associated with matching the DNA-like structure of a running application with previously seen known applications
is proportional to the size of already known applications times the size of the DNA-like structure of the
running application. We simplify this with the assumption that our profile database only contains one
application which is that of the application of which we want to predict the energy consumption. We also
assume that the application follow a very simple pattern which starts with an initialization phase and finishes
which a finalization phase. Between the initialization and the finalization phases, there are some iterative
computations and optional communications. Finally, assuming that the instantaneous power usage of the
application is approximately the same during each of its iterations; meaning that the energy consumed by
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the application in each iteration throughout its life cycle is nearly the same, Equation 2 can be simplified to
Equation 4; where Einit represents the energy consumed by the application on the target platform during
its initialization phase; Eref −init is the energy consumed by the application on the reference platform from
the end of the initialization phase to the end of its whole execution; and Eref −exe is the measured energy
consumption (resulting from complete execution) of the application on the reference platform.
Eest = Einit + Erel ⇤ (Eref −exe − Eref −init )

(4)

4.2. Use case 2: optimizing energy performance of HPC systems
The methodology described in Section 3.2 permits online detection and characterisation of different
runtime behaviours of the system. We use the coupling with partial phase recognition to guide on-the-fly
system adaptation considering three HPC subsystems: processor, disk and network interconnect. The power
consumption of these HPC subsystems along with that of the memory is about 55% [24] of the total power
consumption of a typical HPC system. For the processor, we define three computational levels according to
the characteristics of the workload:
• high or cpu-bound: the cpu-bound computational level corresponds to the maximum available CPU
frequency, and is used for CPU-bound workloads
• medium or memory-bound: corresponds to an average in between the maximum and the minimum
available frequencies; it is mainly used for memory-bound workloads.
• low: the system is in the low computational level when the CPU frequency is set to the minimum
available.
For the disk, we define two states: active and sleep; where active includes both the disk’s active and standby
modes. Finally, for the network interconnect we define two data transfer speeds:
• the communication-intensive speed: corresponds to the highest available transfer rate of the network
card.
• low-communication speed: where the speed of the network interconnect is set to the lowest speed.
As mentioned earlier in this paper, principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to vectors belonging
to any newly created phase for selecting five sensors which are used as phase characteristics. These characteristics are translated into system adaptation as detailed in Table 2. Let’s comment the first line of that
table. Workloads/applications with frequent cache references and misses are likely to be memory bound.
In our case, having these sensors (cache reference and cache misses) selected from PCA indicates that the
workload is not memory bound. If in addition that workload does not issue a high I/O rate (presence of
I/O related sensors in the first column), then we assume that it is CPU-bound; consequently, the frequency
of the processor can be scaled to its maximum, the disk sent to sleep and the the speed of the interconnect
scaled down. For the second line of Table 2, the characteristics do not include any I/O related sensor, this
implies that the system was running and I/O intensive workload; thus, the processor’s speed can be set to
its minimum. Note in passing that changing the disk’s state from sleep to active does not appear in Table 2,
this is because the disk automatically enters the active state when it is accessed.
5. Experimentation and validation
5.1. Evaluation for energy consumption prediction
We evaluate our energy estimation model considering two workloads: the first workload (workload 1 )
iteratively computes the the inverse of a 10x10 matrix and copies a large file from a remote repository; the
second workload we attempt to estimate the energy consumption is GeneHunter [25].
We further consider three scenarios: (i) the first scenario estimates the energy consumption of workload 1
on a node running at 2.13GHz using the same node running at 1.6GHz as the reference platform; (ii) scenario
11

Table 2: Translation of phase characteristics into system adaptation (I/O related sensors includes network and disk activities).

Sensors selected from PCA
for phase characterization
cache references &
cache misses &
I/O related sensors
no I/O related sensors
instructions &
last level cache misses (llc)
instructions or llc &
I/O related sensors
I/O related sensors
(low computation and
communication-intensive )

Decisions
CPU frequency set to its maximum
spin down the disk
network speed scaled down
CPU frequency set to its lowest
network speed scaled up
CPU frequency set to its minimum
network speed scaled up
CPU frequency set to its average value
network speed scaled down
spin down the disk
CPU frequency set to its maximum
network speed scaled up

Figure 3: Per scenario energy estimation accuracy.

2 still estimate the energy usage of workload 1 but uses Dell Power Edge server and the target platform is a
Sun Fire V20z as reference and target platforms respectively; (iii) in the third and last scenario we attempt
to estimate the energy consumption of GeneHunter. For this specific case, our reference platform is an Intel
Xeon E5506 Quad-core with 8 cores and 12GB of RAM while the target platform is an an Intel Xeon X3440
with 4 cores and 16GB of RAM. For all three scenarios, an empiric partial execution threshold of 20% is
used. This means that, a match with an existing DNA-like structure DS is found if the already executed
part of our synthetic application matches with 20% of DS, i.e., assuming DS lasted 60 seconds, a match
will be found if the already executed part of the synthetic application matches with the DNA-like structure
describing the first 12 seconds of DS.
We compute for each scenario the expected energy consumption based on Equations 4; results are
summarized in Figure 3. We can see from those results that the accuracy is very good. Notice that the
accuracy is higher because it is computed considering the average energy consumption. We believe that
overestimating the actual energy consumption (as Figure 3 indicates) is acceptable since the peak energy
consumption is typically greater than the average. We can also notice that the accuracy for Gene Hunter is
extremely high, this can be attributed to the fact that we were unable to divide the application into phases
reflecting its actual behaviour.
5.2. Execution vectors based system behaviour tracking guided system adaptation
In this section, we analyse and discuss experimental results for our energy performance optimization use
case.
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5.2.1. Evaluation platform
Our evaluation support is a twenty five node cluster set up on the Grid5000 [26] french large scale
experimental platform. Each node is an Intel Xeon X3440 with 4 cores and 16 GB of RAM. Available
frequency steps for each core are: 2.53 GHz, 2.40 GHz, 2.27 GHz, 2.13 GHz, 2.00 GHz, 1.87 GHz, 1.73 GHz,
1.60 GHz, 1.47 GHz, 1.33 GHz and 1.20 GHz. In our experiments, low computational level always sets the
CPU frequency to the lowest available which is 1.20 GHz, whereas high and medium computational levels
set the CPU frequency to the highest available (2.53 GHz) and 2.00 GHz respectively. Each node uses its
own hard drive which supports active, ready and standby states. Infiniband-20G is used for interconnecting
nodes. The Linux kernel 2.6.35 is installed on each node where perf event is used to read the hardware
monitoring counters. MPICH is used as MPI library. For the experiments, we use three benchmarks (LU,
BT and SP) from NPB suite and two real-life applications: Molecular Dynamics Simulation (MDS) [27] and
the Advance Research Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model [28, 23]. WRF-ARW is a
fully compressible conservative-form non-hydrostatic atmospheric model. It uses an explicit time-splitting
integration technique to efficiently integrate the Euler equation. The classical Molecular Dynamics solves
numerical Newton’s equations of motion for the interaction of the many particles system. We monitored
each node’s power usage with one sample per second using a power distribution unit.
5.2.2. Results analyses and discussion.
To evaluate our system adaptation policy, we consider 3 basic configurations of the monitored cluster:
the first configuration which we refer to as on-demand is the configuration in which the default linux’s ondemand governor is enabled on all the nodes of the cluster; the second configuration called performance is the
configuration in which the linux’s performance governor is enabled on each node of the cluster; and finally
the third configuration which we refer to as managed is the configuration in which our system adaptation
policy is applied. We also consider two levels of system adaptation:
• system adaptation level one: It corresponds to the situation in which only processor related optimization is made
• system adaptation level two: It embraces level one, and additionally considers optimizing the interconnect and the disk.
Results we present here are obtained using an empirical similarity threshold ST of 5%. The same goes
for the recognition threshold RT which is set to 10%.
(a) System adaptation level one: Processor’s only optimization: when an ongoing phase is identified
with an existing phase, the characteristics of the existing phase are used to adapt the processor’s frequency
accordingly. Diagrams of Figure 4 show the average energy consumption (Figure 4(a)) and execution time
(Figure 4(b)) of MDS and WRF-AWR under the three system’s configurations. These diagrams indicate that
our management policy can save up to 19% of the total energy consumption with less than 4% performance
loss.
Figure 4(b) shows that on-demand and performance governors nearly achieve the same performance. This
is because linux’s on-demand governor do not lower the CPU frequency unless the system load decreases
below a given threshold. Traces of CPU load under WRF-AWR for one node of our cluster are shown in
Figure 5, where the y-axis represents the percentage of load. The plot indicates that the CPU load remains
above 85%, in which case the on-demand and performance governors almost have the same behaviour. With
processor’s only optimization, our management policy differs from that of the linux’s on-demand governor in
that we do not use the system’s load as system adaptation metric, which enable us to consume less energy.
(b) System adaptation level two: Processor, disk and network optimization: Figure 6 presents the energy
performance considering the processor, along with disk and network. These graphs indicate that considering
the processor along with disk and network interconnect improves energy performance up to 24% with the
same performance degradation as with processor’s only optimization. In other words, the disk and the
network also contribute in improving energy performance.
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Figure 4: Phase tracking and partial recognition guided CPU optimization results
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Figure 5: Load traces for one of the nodes running WRF-AWR under the on-demand configuration.
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Figure 6: Phase tracking and partial recognition guided processor, disk and network interconnect optimization results: the
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Figure 7: Impact of the detection threshold on energy performance for WRF-AWR.

(a) Energy performance.
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Figure 8: Influence of the partial recognition threshold on energy performance for WRF-AWR.

5.2.3. Threshold selection and energy performance
In this section, we investigate the influence of phase detection parameters ST and RT on application
performance and energy consumption. Firstly, we set the detection threshold and vary the partial recognition
threshold. Secondly, we set the partial recognition threshold and vary the detection threshold. Figure 7
where the x-axis represents the average energy consumption and the y-axis the detection threshold shows the
impact of the detections threshold both on execution time and energy performance of WRF-AWR. It can be
seen from that figure that for WRF-AWR, a detection threshold either of 5% or 20% could be a good choice.
However, 5% could be preferable since there is a difference in energy consumption of up to 5000 Joules, for
a less than 10 seconds difference in execution time. Figure 7 also reveals that the detection threshold might
have a significant impact on performance (both in terms of energy consumption and execution time). For
these experiments, the partial recognition threshold was fixed to 10%.
The influence of the recognition threshold RT on energy performance is summarised by Figure 8, where
the x-axis represents the recognition threshold and the y-axis the average energy consume by the application
under different partial recognition threshold settings. According to Figure 8, a partial recognition threshold
of 15% is convenient both in terms of energy and execution time.
What we can learn from Figure 7 and Figure 8 is that these values must be chosen depending on the target
objective. A small recognition threshold may limit the impact of wrong decisions; however it may also have
an influence on right decisions. For, making the right decision earlier allows saving more energy, in reverse,
making a wrong decision earlier can result in significant energy waste and/or performance degradation.
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Figure 9: Energy and performance (execution time) when BT and WRF-AWR are sharing the cluster.

5.3. Performance analyses of multiple applications
Earlier herein, we talked about the usefulness to look at a whole system; however, our evaluations has
so far focused on only one application at a time. In this section, we evaluate our strategy with multiple
applications running at the same time. We consider as test applications the WRF-AWR model and BT
from the NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) suite. WRF-AWR spans 48 processes and run on 48 cores (in
other words 12 nodes) whereas BT spans 48 processes on 12 nodes. The two applications do not share any
resources except the network that interconnect them. We measure the power consumption of each of our
24-node cluster using a power distribution unit (PDU). Figure 9, where the x-axis represents the average
percentage of energy improvement or performance loss, indicates that our methodology still function when
there multiple applications sharing the platform; however, we also notice a performance degradation of up
to 15% for BT. We are currently investigating the reason of BT performance degradation. Nevertheless, we
believe this can be attributed to the fact that some phases might have been considered as memory intensive
or communication intensive while they were actually compute intensive. In addition, applications (BT for
example) which do not implement load imbalance are likely to experience higher performance degradation
than those which implement load imbalance (WRF-AWR for example) [29, 30].
6. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we present two generic approaches for tracking high performance computing systems’ behaviour regardless of the applications being executed. We show through two use cases how they can be used
for improving energy performance of a HPC system at runtime in one hand and in another hand how they
can be used for estimating the energy consumption of an application given a target platform. Experimental
results reveal the effectiveness of these two methodologies under real-life workloads and benchmarks. Comparison of our system adaptation policy with baseline unmanaged execution shows that we can save up to
19% of energy with less than 4% performance loss considering the processor only and up to 24% considering
the disk, processor and network. As our methodology for improving energy performance does not depend on
any application specific metric, we expect it to be extended to a large number of power-aware HPC systems.
Future works include combining the two system’s behaviour tracking to enable live feedback on whether a
system adaptation will be effective or not. This can help improving the energy performance while reducing
performance loss. We also plan on adding memory optimization to processor, disk and network optimization and integrating workload consolidation and migration as core functionalities of the system management
policy.
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